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Cambodian Mekong University is the university that cares for the value of education



EN312 Academic Writing II (3 Credit, 45 hours, 15 weeks) Course Leader Email Tel



: : :



Mr. KHUN PHALLY [email protected] 092 655 145/ 086 86 86 23



1 Course Description The course Academic Writing II-ENW312 is the course that leads learners to develop writing skill at high intermediate to low advanced with short essay and long essay, short research and long research features. It will guide the students to write essay and practice relevant grammar points in order to write their writing tasks effectively, and help learners to become good academic writers. This will run for 3 hours every week for a total of 45 hours within 15 weeks.



2 Objectives • • • •



To build students’ ability toward new idea in essay writing To add a new strategy on writing professionally To provide students with variety style of writing Develop students’ ability in essay writing in qualified standard.



3 Learning Outcomes After finishing this course, all students will be able to: -



Identify the difference kinds of writing organization with currently situation and issue. Possess the new idea in writing task with clear goals and objectives essay and research paper. Use different styles of essay and writing format. Apply the correct structure of writing. Improve English proficiency in writing skill Communicate by using writing skill



4 Teaching and learning strategies Here are some strategies that we will use to run the class • Interactive lecture method • Inquiry approach • Group discussions • Fieldwork • Project work • Individual assignment or self-study • Handouts



-



-



In order to run the class smoothly, everything should follow the plan of the course syllabus, and especially follow the goal and objective of this course in order to make students can develop their knowledge with standard quality. Here are some guidelines for this course In the Opening Stage: In this stage, the teacher check students’ attendant by call their name and offer them to stand up and say yes when they hear their name. Teacher asks three students to remind the old lesson that they have already studied at the last time. Teacher set difference topic for three students to present every the starter of the week until the end of the course. In the Procedure stage: There are three main steps in this stage: Worm-up: Teacher may remind the old lesson by asking teacher three to five questions. Then teacher elicit students to new language point with the new lesson. Main activities/tasks: Generally, the teacher always use the PPP in this stage o Presentation: teacher presents new language point to the students o Practice: teacher assigns students to do exercises or guided practice (gap filling, true/false, multiple choice, etc.) o Production: teacher ask students to create new product by themselves ( writing, speaking ...) Wrap-up: In the last point in this stage, teacher summarize the what he/ she taught



-



In the Closing Stage: o At this stage, T may praise and thank for students’ participation and reminds students about the homework. o Teacher says goodbye to the students.



5. Course outline



Part I – Effective Academic Writing 3 Chapter 1: The Five-Paragraph Essay Duration of the course 6h



Chapter Description This chapter focuses on how to write The Five-Paragraph Essay as a short essay which lead student to write Long Essay. The purpose of this chapter is to build the student’s ability on writing skill with the difference topics and difference block styles of writing. Moreover; this chapter will explain student more how to write short essay and five-paragraph essay effectiveness.



Chapter 1: The Five-Paragraph Essay Week  



1  



Topic Review of short Essay structure Guide the Paragraph and developing the Five-Paragraph Essay Unit and Coherence Editing Your Writing



Teaching strategy



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



Learning outcome



Activity  Practise Exercise in the book  Students will be  Writing Fiveable to write Paragraph short essay well Essay (Topic  Improve their follow by writing skill teacher)



Part I – Effective Academic Writing 3 Chapter 2 Process Analysis Essays Duration of the course 3h



Chapter Description This chapter is focusing the process analysis essays. It will provide analysis skill to student to learn about process analysis organization, brainstorm ideas, using sequence connectors, time clause, and specific vocabulary to use in their writing. Moreover, the chapter will help student to create an outline for process analysis essay effectiveness.



Chapter 2 Process Analysis Essays week



Topic



2



 Stimulating Ideas  Brainstorming and Outlining  Developing ideas with using sequence connectors and Time clauses  Passive and Modal Passive



Teaching strategy



Learning outcome



Activity



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



 Student will be able to create an outline for a process analysis  Improve their thinking skill



 Practise Exercise in the book  Writing Process Analysis Essay (Topic follow by teacher)



Part I – Effective Academic Writing 3 Chapter 3 Cause and Effect Essays Duration of the course 3h



Chapter description The goal of this chapter is to introduce the organization of cause and effect essay writing in order to improve the student’s ability. The chapter wills details students about the guideline to write the cause and effect essay. And especially it will shows students the process of organizing of the cause and effect essay in the correct order from one step to the other step of easy for students to understand and can develop their writing in a very short time.



Chapter 3 Cause and Effect Essays week



3



Topic



 Stimulating Ideas  Cause and Effect organization  Relating Effect Organization  Cause Connectors  Effect Connectors



Teaching strategy



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



Learning outcome



Activity



 Practise Exercise in the book  Make students in small  Improve writing group, then skill give them  develop the topic to students’ writing find cause & effect  Writing Cause & Effect Essay (Topic follow by teacher)



Part I – Effective Academic Writing 3 Chapter 4 Argumentative Essay (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This chapter presents about the guideline and the organizing of argumentative essay which is the new skill for students to develop their writing by using the contrast idea. It will help students to clarify the argumentative essay construction in detail definition and the situation use. Moreover, this chapter will also perform as the guider to bring students with effective way in improving argumentative essay writing.



Chapter 4 Argumentative Essay week



Topic



4



 Reading text  Argument organization  CounterArgument, concession and refutation  Connector to show addition and contrast  Adverbial clause  Noun clause



Teaching strategy



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



Learning outcome



Activity



 To show the  Practise organization of Exercise in the argumentative book essay  Writing  guide students to Argumentative recognize the kind Essay (Topic of argument idea in follow by essay writing teacher)  Provide students the connector to show addition and contrast  present adverbial and noun clause



Part I – Effective Academic Writing 3 Chapter 5 Classification Essays (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This chapter is presented about the classification organization essays which is the new skill for develop their writing by classification kind of objectives. It will help students to know the objective or thing which they defined it in the each block of classification. Moreover, this chapter will also perform as the guider to bring students with effective way to improving classification essay writing.



Chapter 5 Classification Essays week   5  



Topic Classification organization Organizing principles of importance and chronology Gerunds and Infinitives Sentence patterns with verbs



Teaching strategy



Learning outcome



Activity



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



 To show the organization of argumentative essay  guide students to recognize the kind of object or thing that will classification



 Practise Exercise in the book  Writing Classification Essay (Topic follow by teacher)



Part I – Effective Academic Writing 3 Chapter 6 Reaction Essays (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This course presents about the Reaction organization essays which is the new skill for develop their writing by analyzes and evaluates their response to a prompt. It will help students to think or identify their response after they read the text or images.



Chapter 6 Reaction Essays week   6



 



Topic Reaction organization Prepositional Phrases Similes Restrictive and Nonrestrictive relative clauses



Teaching strategy  Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



Learning outcome



Activity



 Practise  To show the Exercise in organization of the book Reaction essay  Writing  Develop Reaction student’s writing Essay (Topic follow by teacher)



Part II – Writing to Communicate 3 Chapter 1 Process of Writing (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This chapter is talking about process of writing which reviews the most salient aspects of paragraph and essay structure. The purpose of this chapter will help student to develop their ability in writing skill, such as paragraph organization, and essay organization. Moreover, it provides the learners to know about how to use grammatical effectiveness in writing.



Chapter 7 Process of Writing Week     7  



Topic Paragraph Organization Essay Organization Avoiding choppy sentence Using coordinating conjunctions and transitions Using participles as adjective Writing Communicate



Teaching strategy



 Both teacher andstudents center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



Learning outcome



Activity



 Practise Exercise in the book  Develop students  Writing a ability to analyze Process of the process of Writing writing essay Essay  bring them to (Topic create and post the follow by new idea teacher)  improve students writing



Part II – Writing to Communicate 3 Chapter 3 Problem and solution Essay (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description The main purpose of this chapter is to improve students’ writing in the part of problem and solution essay. The chapter will teach students to find the problem in the writing and then the solution in the essay. In addition, this chapter will also be introducing students to avoid the error that always appear in the problem and solution essay.



Chapter 3 Problem and Solution Essay Week



8



Topic  Problem and solution  Guideline for choosing topic  Objection and counter-objection  Paragraph Unity  Avoiding run-on sentence and comma splices  Commonly confuse words verb and noun  Writing to communicate…more



Teaching strategy



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



Learning outcome



Activity



 Practise Exercise  To provide the in the knowledge related book to problem and  Writing solution essay to Problem the students and  Develop students Solution writing Essay  Students can (Topic improve the new follow by idea in the writing teacher)



Part II – Writing to Communicate 3 Chapter 4 Summarizing and Responding (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This chapter focuses on summarizing and responding article which is best way to get new knowledge from the writer. The purpose of this chapter is providing knowledge to student to evaluation or critique of the author’s essay. Moreover, it help student to identify the essay's strengths and weaknesses in reasoning and logic.



Chapter 4 Summarizing and Responding Week



9



Topic  Summarizing an Article  The Process of Writing a Summary  Responding to an Article  Reduced Adverbial and Adjective Clauses  Reporting Words, Verbs, and phrases



Teaching strategy



Learning outcome



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



 Provide knowledge to student after reading and summarizing  Develop students in writing summarizing and responding  Students can improve the new idea in the writing



Activity  Practise Exercise in the book  Writing Summarizing and Responding (The text follow by teacher)



Part II – Writing to Communicate 3 Chapter 5 Responding To A Travel Story: Using Quotations (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This chapter presents about writing a narrative essay with responding and using quotation. It provides students a several techniques of the narrative in writing such as, using chronological order, past tense or present tense, and use dialogue. Moreover this chapter also mention about responding to a travel story, and using quotations from outside source.



Chapter 5 Responding To A Travel Story: Using Quotations Week



10



Topic  Writing a Narrative  Using Quotations from Outside Sources  Rules for Using Quotations Marks, Brackets and Ellipses  Avoiding Plagiarism  Making a References List  In-Text Citations  Reduced Adverbial & Adjective Clauses  Avoiding Dangling Modifiers  Phrase for Agreeing, Disagreeing, and Hedging.



Teaching strategy



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



Learning outcome  Provides students a several techniques of narrative writing  Student can responding to a travel story  Develop students in writing summarizing and responding  Students can use quotations, brackets, and ellipses correctly



Activity  Practise Exercise in the book



Part II – Writing to Communicate 3 Chapter 6 Two Sides of An Issue: Responding with Paraphrasing (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This chapter shows about two sides of an issue which student will be required to argue for or against one side of a controversial issue (Pro and Con). Moreover, student will know how to identify Argument, paraphrasing, avoiding fragments, parts of speech, changing suffixes, and so on.



Chapter 6 Two Sides of An Issue: Responding with Paraphrasing Week



11



Topic  Identifying Arguments  Background information  Paraphrasing  Guidelines for Paraphrasing  Avoiding Fragments  Parts of Speech  Changing Suffixes  Error Analysis  The Short Research Paper



Teaching strategy



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



Learning outcome



 Student can identify arguments  Improve student’s thinking



Activity  Practise Exercise in the book  Writing Responding and Paraphrasing the text (The text follow by teacher)



Part II – Writing to Communicate 3 Chapter 7 The First Draft (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This chapter focuses on how to write the first draft of the short research paper. It consist how to choosing a topic, brainstorming, writing a working thesis, organizing paper, choosing an organization pattern, making an outline, and writing the first draft.Moreover, it will provide the learners with how to avoiding bias in writing, labeling, and sexist language.



Chapter 7 The First Draft Week



12



Topic  The short research paper  Understanding the assignment  Choosing a Topic  Brainstorming  Writing a working thesis  Organizing paper  Writing First Draft  Avoiding Bias, Labeling, and Sexist language.  Commonly confused words: Adjective & Adverbs



Teaching strategy



Learning outcome



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



 Student will understand about short research paper  Improve student’s thinking and writing the first draft well.



Activity  Practise Exercise in the book



Part II – Writing to Communicate 3 Chapter 8 Doing Research (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This chapter focuses on Doing Research process after written the first draft of the research paper. It shows the learners how to find and where to add concrete support to create the second draft. Moreover, this chapter will provide the learner to know how to avoiding faulty parallelism, verbs of urgency and adjective of urgency.



Chapter 8 Doing Research Week



13



Topic  Concrete Support  Finding Concrete support  Guidelines for choosing a piece of concrete support  Avoiding Faulty Parallelism  Verbs/ Adjective of Urgency



Teaching strategy



Learning outcome



 Student will  Both teacher and know how to students center finding concrete approach support  Interactive  Student will lecture have ability to  Self-reflection do research  Group work paper  Handout



Activity  Practise Exercise in the book



Part II – Writing to Communicate 3 Chapter 9 Revising and Editing (Duration of the course 3h)



Chapter description This chapter focuses on revising and editing which is the important point, also the last process of short research paper. It will demonstrate revising and editing techniques and research paper format. By the end of this chapter, students will have ability to complete their own research paper.



Chapter 9 Revising and Editing Week



14



Week 15



Topic  Revising  Checking the Organization, Content, and Cohesiveness  Editing  Guidelines for research paper format  Avoiding Unclear Comparisons  Commonly confused words: Preposition & Pronouns



Teaching strategy



 Both teacher and students center approach  Interactive lecture  Self-reflection  Group work  Handout



Learning outcome  Student will have ability to revising and editing writing well  Know about guidelines for research paper  Students will have ability to complete their own research paper.



Activity  Practise Exercise in the book  Writing Short Researc h Paper



Practicing and Reviewing for Final Exam



6 Course Evaluations



Semester II, Academic Year 2014-2015 No



ASSESSMENTS



1 2 3



Class Participation or Test A Assignments/Projects or Test B Comprehensive Exam or Test C



Grading Marks 20% 40% 40%



REMARKS - Test on concepts/terminology - 100% intermediate degree. - 40% intermediate and 60% advanced degrees.



Passing score 50% of Total Score Assessment in Detail 1. Class Participation or Test A – 20% Class Participation Absence (Hour) Gain Score 0 20% 1–3 15% 4–5 10% 6 5% >6 0%



or



Raw Score 90 85 – 89 80 – 84 < 80



Test A Gain Score 20% 15% 10% 0%



 All students can choose one between Class Participation and taking Test A. Note: + Class Participation is evaluated by booklet report and attendance list. + Test A is related to Terminology and General Concept of subject. 2. Projects or Test B – 40% Assignments/Projects Raw Score Gain Score > 86 40% 70 – 85 30% 60 – 69 15% < 60 0%



Test B or



Raw Score > 90 85 – 89 80 – 84 < 80



Gain Score 40% 30% 15% 0%



 All students can choose one between doing Assignments/Projects/Mid-term and taking Test B. Note: Test B related to 100% Intermediate degree of the subject. 3. Comprehensive Exam or Test C – 40% Comprehensive Exam or Test C Raw Score Gain Score > 79 40% 70 – 79 35% 60 – 70 20% < 60 0%



Note: Test C related to 40% Intermediate and 60% Advanced degrees of the subject.



Testing Fees Policy Semester II, Academic Year 2014-2015  Testing Fees Policy 1. Test A:  1st exam – Free voucher (available at bookshop when buying a packet of books)  2nd exam and ongoing exams – $1 2. Test B – $2  1st exam – Free voucher (available at bookshop when buying a packet of books)  2nd exam and ongoing exams – $2 3. Test C – $5  1st exam – Free voucher (available at bookshop when buying a packet of books)  2nd exam and ongoing exams – $5 Note: Students can get the vouchers from cashiers.



7 Course Class Requirements For Lecturers - check students’ attendant everyday - well organizing and teaching - high responsibility in teaching and give clear instruction to the students - Active in controlling students during the class For Student - Have to Attend to the class very regularly - Must preview all lesson before class - Must bring to class all materials and books specified by the teacher. - Must comply with the requirement of the lecturer during the course of study. - must follow the classroom processing



8 Exam Policies Course Exam  Students must attend all the required scheduled exams at the appointed time.  Any student who misses the scheduled exam without approval will be automatically given a grade of Zero ‘’0’’ for the said exam.  If a student missed the scheduled exam due to absence he/she will only be allowed to take a special exam if he/she can present a valid reason for the absence duly approved and signed by the program leader. Giving of special exams will be considered only during finals.  Passing score is average of 70% of all criteria.
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